TASK
MANAGEMENT
DIRECTING YOUR WORKFORCE
Order Fulfillment

Inventory Replenishment
Directed Putaway

Consolidate Inventory

Picking (Wave, Directed, Distributed)
Cycle Counting

Control and monitor the release &
allocation of warehouse activities
Radley’s Task Management solution takes dynamic, multi-step tasks and
consolidates them into a single work flow for assignment to warehouse staff,
helping to achieve the maximum efficiency during the work day. It also controls the interleaving of tasks; allowing
workers to complete replenishments, put-aways and picks in a logical sequence, simultaneously. Tasks can be
generated manually, by floor personnel, by a worker from their mobile device or automatically by Radley based on
real-time communications to your ERP and business logic.
Built on our x/DC4 technology, the software is highly scalable, flexible
and benchmarked for optimum transaction processing. Integration to your
business system is simple and easy so you benefit from the full functionality
of a WMS system without costly customizations to your ERP. With an
intuitive user interface; it can be utilized at a work station or installed directly
on a mobile hand-held computer so tasks may be pushed immediately to
workers, wherever
they are on the floor
or in your facility.
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Automate the Flow of Information

Streamline your Warehouse activities to boost productivity
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